SAVVY CYBER KIDS

SCHOOL-BASED
VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

GROWING UP IN
THE DIGITAL AGE:
Today’s youth are growing up in a world
that encourages a deep involvement with
technology, influencing their everyday,
even moment to moment, activities.
Yet these same children are oftentimes
unsupervised and unprepared to play
safely on the digital playground—where
they can very easily make bad and
potentially dangerous decisions.

HERE TO HELP:
Savvy Cyber Kids, a nonprofit
organization whose mission is to enable
youth to be empowered by technology,
was founded in 2007. Savvy Cyber Kids
offers school-based programming for
students from preschool through high
school and provides free resources for
parents and educators to empower
their children and students to make
appropriate technology decisions at
SavvyCyberKids.org.

VOLUNTEER:
Savvy Cyber Kids’ volunteer programs brings parents and information
technology professionals into the schools to help young children learn
about personal internet safety, bully response, technology balance, digital
reputation and privacy. The volunteers help the children learn how to
remain safe and be empowered to make appropriate decisions in the
online world. We currently offer two volunteer programs.
The HERO Program for pre-K-2nd grades utilizes The Savvy
Cyber Kids at Home Book Series and classroom materials. For
HERO
descriptions of each book, and links to purchase on Amazon,
Volunteer
visit: https://savvycyberkids.org/shop/books-for-children.
Volunteers are encouraged to purchase at least one full set (all three
books) to bring with them and leave behind at the school.
PRE-K – 2ND GRADE

CyberHERO
Volunteer
3RD – 5TH GRADE

The CyberHERO Program for 3rd-5th grades invites
volunteers to lead small group or assembly presentations on
cyber safety and cyber ethics topics, based on Savvy Cyber
Kids curriculum.

A member of your community would like to bring Savvy Cyber Kids
programing into your school. You can review our training materials by
signing up at https://savvycyberkids.givepulse.com.
For more information about Savvy Cyber Kids, visit SavvyCyberKids.org or
email founder@savvycyberkids.org.
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